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Abstract: The intervalley plain is an important type of landform for mapping, and it has good
connectivity for urban construction and development on the Loess Plateau. During the global
landform mapping of the Deep-time Digital Earth (DDE) Big Science Program, it was found that
slope and relief amplitude hardly distinguished intervalley plains from intermountain flats. This
study established a novel descriptive method based on a digital elevation model to describe the
difference between intervalley plains and intermountain flats. With the proposed method, first the
pattern of variation in the elevation angle is described using a sight line on the terrain profile, and
the lowest elevation angle (LEA) is extracted. The maximum value of the LEA is subsequently used
among multiple terrain profiles to represent the maximum velocity of the elevation decrease, that
is, the three-dimensional lowest elevation angle (3D LEA), to represent the intervalley plains with
lower 3D LEA values. The sight parameters of the 3D LEA are evaluated to optimize the intervalley
plain mapping. The functional mechanism of the sight parameters is presented from a mathematical
perspective and a comparative analysis of the 3D LEA is performed for the relief amplitude and
slope angle at multiple scales. This study explores sight-line analysis in a novel way, providing a new
terrain factor for landform mapping involving intervalley plains.

Keywords: digital elevation model; line of sight; intervalley plain; Deep-time Digital Earth;
landform mapping

1. Introduction

An intervalley plain is a basic element of landform mapping and an important land
resource for urban development. Any landform has a certain form that reflects the char-
acteristics of the development and evolution of the landform at a certain moment, and
the morphology can be characterized by a digital elevation model (DEM) [1]. In previous
studies, plains were often judged by the slope and relief amplitude of the terrain. The
Committee on Geomorphic Survey and Mapping (CGSM) specifies plains (0–0.5◦), slight
slopes (0.5–2◦), gentle slopes (2–5◦), slopes (5–15◦), steep slopes (15–35◦), scarps (35–55◦),
and vertical walls (55–90◦) [2]. Chen and Han applied a relief amplitude of less than 30
m to determine the range of a plain [3,4]. Hu and Nie defined a plain as having a relief
amplitude of no more than 30 m [5]. Sun classified relief amplitudes as plains if they were
less than 20 m [6]. Zeng classified plains based on both slope and relief amplitude, with a
slope of 2◦ and an undulation of 20 m [7].

In the past two years, Nanjing Normal University has conducted global landform
mapping research under the framework of the Deep-time Digital Earth (DDE) Big Science
Program. However, significant problems were encountered when extracting plains based
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on slope and relief amplitude. At the regional scale, the Earth’s surface has relatively flat
components within mountains, resulting in the presence of low-value zones of slope and relief
amplitude. Plains extracted by slope and relief amplitude not only contain intervalley plains but
also many pseudoplains caused by intermountain flats, which necessitates a significant amount
of removal work. Therefore, constructing new terrain factors to replace or supplement slope
and relief amplitudes is highly important for regional landform mapping.

Previous researchers have conducted extensive research on the automatic classification
of landforms based on terrain factors. Wood established standards based on four morpho-
logical parameters (slope, cross-sectional curvature, maximum curvature, and minimum
curvature), dividing the land surface into six elements: channels, ridges, planes, peaks, pits,
and saddles [8]. Ehsani and Quiel combined the four morphological parameters mentioned
above into a 4-dimensional vector as the input vector for self-organizing mapping (SOM)
and trained SOM to classify landform elements on the surface [9]. Yan applied the SOM
method to loess-landform mapping and found that eight elements are suitable for loess
areas [10]. Unlike previous methods, Jasiewicz and Stepinski abandoned slopes and pro-
posed a geomorphon method based on line-of-sight analysis [11]. This method evaluates
the changes in elevation in eight directions, namely north, northeast, east, southeast, south,
southwest, west, and northwest, and it identifies ten basic elements: slope, ridge, valley,
flat, spur, hollow, shoulder, footslope, peak, and pit. The geomorphon method has been
widely applied in the study of various landforms such as glacial landforms, submarine
landforms, and loess landforms [12–20]. However, it is unclear whether the line of sight
can replace the slope and relief amplitude for identifying intervalley plains.

The aim of this study was to develop sight-line algorithms to distinguish intervalley
plains from intermountain flats. A quantitative indicator, 3D LEA, is generated by the
sight-line algorithm and optimized by analyzing the impact of sight parameters such as the
sight direction, distance, and skip radius for intervalley plain identification.

2. Study Area and Data

The Loess Plateau is widely developed with loess ridges, dense gullies, and relatively
scarce flat terrain suitable for construction. The intervalley plain in the Loess Plateau
region is low and flat, adjacent to the Yellow River system, and has good connectivity for
urban construction and development in the loess ridge and hill region. The distribution of
intervalley plains is highly important for estimating land resources for urban development
on the Loess Plateau. The intervalley plain is close to water sources, and many important
towns on the Loess Plateau have to develop along the intervalley plain. It is important
to explore the spatial distribution of intervalley plains on the Loess Plateau and promote
urban development along the valley. Previous studies have focused more on extracting
gully shoulder lines, which indicate the boundaries of soil erosion on the Loess Plateau.
The literature has divided loess gullies into positive and negative terrains. The gully
shoulder line is the middle boundary between the negative and positive terrains. Many
extraction methods proposed by previous researchers [21–23] have been developed for
high-resolution DEMs to improve the extraction accuracy for gully shoulder lines. Several
scholars have focused on the extraction of tablelands or highlands [24,25]. Unlike previous
studies, this study focused on the extraction of Loess Intervalley Plain data.

Lanzhou city is located in the geometric center of Northwest China and mainland
China. The terrain is high in the west and south and low in the northeast. Lanzhou
has benefited from the Silk Road and has become an important transportation hub and
commercial port. It was identified as one of the key industrial bases for construction,
becoming an important national base for petrochemical, biopharmaceutical, and equipment
manufacturing. In 2012, the State Council approved the construction of the Lanzhou New
Area, the first national-level new area in the northwestern region, as an important measure
for deepening the implementation of the Western Development Strategy.

Lanzhou and surrounding areas were selected as examples for conducting research
on the extraction of intervalley plains. The case area is located at 103◦24′–104◦6′ E,
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36◦00′–36◦50′ N (Figure 1). The southern part includes two intervalley basins contain-
ing the urban area of Lanzhou, through which the Yellow River flows. The northwest
region is the location of the Lanzhou New Area. The Lanzhou New Area has a total area of
1744 square kilometers, and as of the end of 2021, the permanent population of the Lanzhou
New Area was 300,000. Two sample areas were selected for the presentation of extraction
details. Sample area 1 is located at the northern boundary of the intervalley basin in the
main urban area of Lanzhou. Sample area 2 is located in the valley, which is near the new
Lanzhou area. The DEM data were obtained from FABDEM [26], which was used as the
data source for DDE’s global landform mapping and was provided by the University of
Bristol in 2021 and downloaded from the website https://data.bris.ac.uk/data/dataset
(accessed on 1 May 2022). The precision is approximately 3–14 m with a resolution of 1′′

and two significant decimal places. The data are projected onto a WGS1984 48 N grid with
a size of 30 m. Figure 1c,d shows the locally amplified FABDEM for the sample areas. The
Yellow River in sample area 1 cuts the intervalley plain near the northern foothills, whereas
the valley bottom is basically flat for sample area 2.
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3. Methodology
3.1. Problems Faced with Slope and Relief Amplitude

For the DEMs, the early built-in slope tool in ArcGIS was the linear regression-plane
method at the 3 × 3 window scale. Subsequently, GRASS GIS has integrated Wood’s
unweighted quadratic surface, providing the slope calculation tool “r.param.scale” for
different window sizes from 3 × 3 to 499 × 499. The latest ArcGISpro provides a surface
parameter tool that can calculate slopes for different window sizes of 3 × 3–15 × 15, with
the aim of smoothing laser point-cloud data noise. The slope tool approximates the slope
by fitting a plane to nine nearby cells [27] and it may not accurately represent the landscape,
as it can potentially obscure or amplify important natural variations. The GRASS GIS and
ArcGIS Surface Parameters tools fit a surface to the surrounding cells, resulting in smooth
terrain. The relief amplitude also displays significant scale dependence and is commonly
used for landform classification [28,29]. Therefore, slope and relief amplitude issues at
multiple scales are also the focus of this study.

Figure 2 illustrates the problem of extracting pseudo plains within mountains via
slope and relief-amplitude data. Point A is the point on the intervalley plain, and point B is
the point on the intermountain flat. The values of relief amplitude and slope depend on the
distance from the hillslope. In Figure 2a, point A is closer to the hillslope than point B is, so
larger values of slope tends to be obtained. In Figure 2b, the grids are used to represent
the local terrain profile in detail. When the window size is 3 × 3, the slope of A “∠A3” is
greater than the slope of B “∠B3”. For dividing a plain with a critical slope value, if point A
is to be classified as a plain, then this critical value must be greater than “∠A3” and also
greater than “∠B3”. When the window size is 5 × 5, “∠A5” is also greater than “∠B5”, and
point B is also classified as a plain. If the size is chosen to be 7 × 7, then similar situations
occur at points C and D. If C is to be classified as a plain, then D is also classified as a plain,
because “∠C7” is greater than “∠D7”.

For relief amplitude, point B is more easily divided into plains than point A. When the
window is 3 × 3, the fluctuation in point A is equal to H-h, while the fluctuation in point B
is 0. When the window size is 5 × 5, the fluctuation in point A is H, while the fluctuation
in point B is h and lower than H. When the window size is 7 × 7, the fluctuation in C is H,
while the fluctuation in D is h. C is more difficult to divide into plains than is D. Similarly,
the change in window size cannot solve the problem that the boundary of intervalley plains
is more difficult to classify as plains than is the center of flat components within mountains.
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Figure 2. A terrain profile containing an intervalley plain and an intermountain flat component (a);
illustration of the problem of multiscale slope and relief amplitude (b); and illustration of the potential
ability of the sight line to distinguish an intervalley plain and an intermountain flat component (c).
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3.2. Positioning an Intervalley Plane Using LEA in a 2D Profile

The sight line seems to avoid this problem, as indicated in Figure 2c. The sight
line defines the lowest (minimum) elevation angle (LEA) and maximum elevation angle
(MEA) [30]. Figure 2c introduces sight lines to present the distribution of the lowest
elevation angle (LEA) along the 2D profile. Due to the elevation difference of hillslopes,
the LEA of point B is much larger than that of point A. Therefore, when setting a critical
LEA to attribute A to the plain, this critical value can be smaller than B’s LEA, avoiding
attributing B to the plain.

Figure 3 compares LEA and MEA within a profile from the upper hill to the lower
valley. The top part, AB, is a hillslope with large undulations and steep slopes, and the
bottom part, CD, is an intervalley plain that is nearly horizontal. Because the slope of the
terrain profile decreases from top to bottom, the LEA values in sections AB, BC, and CD
are different. As shown in Figure 3, the LEA of point H is greater than that of point F
even though they are near point B. The LEA of point F is greater than that of point P even
though they are near point C. Therefore, the LEA can reflect the slope changes near the
footslope BC. At the hill peak, even if it is relatively flat, there is still a relatively large LEA.
In contrast to that of the LEA, the maximum elevation angle (MEA) of the footslope was
not able to change with slope because the MEA at point H was similar to that at F when the
two points were near B, and the MEA at point F was similar to that at P when they were
near C (Figure 3).
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3.3. Calculation of 2D LEAs

The calculation of the elevation angle (EA) between the traversal grid and the central
grid is shown in Figure 4a. The calculation formula for the elevation angle of neighborhood
unit B to A is

EA = arctan
(

HB − HA

S

)
∗ 57.29578 (1)

where EA is the elevation angle in degrees; HB and HA are the elevations of the neighbor-
hood unit (B) and the center unit (A), respectively; and S is the distance between point
B and point A. The elevation of A is the original elevation that was not traversed. The
elevation of B is obtained by traversing the 2D profile using the convolution approach. The
range of elevation angle values is [−90, 90]. A negative value indicates that point B is at
the oblique downward position of A.
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To calculate the 2D LEA, it is necessary to further compare all elevation angles obtained
by traversing the 2D profile (Figure 4b). Then, the opposite number of minimum values is
used as the lowest elevation angle (LEA) in this direction. The value range of the LEA is
also [−90, 90]. A positive value indicates that the sight line of LEA is downward, while a
negative value indicates that the sight line is upward. A value of 0 indicates that a line of
view is basically horizontal. The formula for calculating the LEA in each direction is given
as follows:

LEAi = −min
(

EA1
i , EA2

i , EAj
i, . . . , EAm

i

)
(2)

where LEAi represents the lowest elevation angle to be solved in the ith direction. EAj
i

represents the elevation angle calculated for the jth grid in the ith direction. m is the maximum
number of grids, depending on the size of the analysis scale. Therefore, LEA can consider the
slope of a surface at a relatively global scale rather than at a local analysis window.

3.4. Three-Dimensional LEA Calculation

Figure 4 shows a 2D profile of the terrain, whereas the actual terrain exists in 3D space.
The direction of the profile usually needs to be along the inclination to ensure that the LEA
is the largest in 3D space. Therefore, it is necessary to test different directions to determine
the three-dimensional lowest elevation angle, abbreviated as 3D LEA.

Figure 5a shows a schematic diagram of multidirectional traversal. The azimuth of
0–360◦ is first divided into a certain number of directions at a specific interval. By setting a
sufficiently small interval, the 3D LEA is obtained by calculating the elevation changes in
as many directions as possible. The maximum value of LEAs in multiple directions is taken
as the 3D LEA, and the calculation formula is given as follows:

3DLEA = max(LEA1, LEA2, LEAi, . . . , LEAn) (3)

where n is the number of directions. The numerical range of the 3D LEA is [−90, 90]. A
positive value indicates that at least one neighborhood grid is lower than the central grid.
A negative value indicates that all neighborhood grids are higher than the central grid.
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The traversing of the DEM matrix can be implemented by convolution operations
in all four compass directions: north, east, west, and south. Figure 5b shows a schematic
diagram of the convolution movement principle for the four main compass directions.
Notably, there are no data outside the DEM range, and the value changes to 0 after the
grid at the boundary is moved. Therefore, the loaded DEM data must be larger than the
target area; this effect is considered the “edge effect” during computational experiments on
digital elevation models.
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When the interval is 45◦, the DEM is traversed in eight compass directions. Additional
directions, including the northeast, northwest, southeast, and southwest, can be combined
with the four main compass directions. For example, the northeast direction can be com-
bined with the east and north directions once each. When the interval is less than 45◦,
traversing in any direction requires the combination of multiple convolution kernels. The
3D LEA-calculation script was written in MATLAB 2020. Due to the independent nature
of multidirectional computations, the computation time depends on the time required for
traversing in one direction when the number of CPU cores and the amount of memory are
large enough.

3.5. Sight Parameters Affecting 3D LEA

Three parameters affect the 3D LEA: direction number (Figure 5a), look distance, and
skip radius (Figure 4b).

The first parameter is the number of directions that need to be considered when using
the multidirectional traversal mode. The greater the number of directions is, the closer the
result calculated by the multidirectional traversal mode is to the ideal 3D LEA.

The second parameter is the look distance, which determines the allowable length
of the terrain profile. Relatively large look distances can be used to calculate 3D LEAs
at a relatively global scale; accordingly, the results are also on a relatively macro scale.
However, the greater the look distance is, the greater the amount of computation required.
For parallel computation of CPU i7 10700, it takes approximately 0.1 million grids per
second when look distance is 3000 m.

The third parameter is the skip radius, which filters out terrain changes in areas very
close to the central grid. Due to the inevitable inclusion of abnormal elevation information
in DEM data, when this information is very close to the central grid, and because the
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distance S between the grids is very small, the impact of this abnormal information on the
LEA calculation will increase.

3.6. Critical 3D LEA for the Intervalley Plain

After the 3D LEA was calculated, the critical value was determined for the 3D LEA
through human interpretation to obtain the intervalley plain. Overall, the 3D LEA layer
was overlaid on the hillshade, and the transparency was set to 30% in ArcGIS. The inter-
valley plain should contain a low value of 3D LEA, while the sloping land should host a
relatively larger 3D LEA. Therefore, by setting a threshold value, the intervalley plain can
be recognized.

However, in reality this process is very complex. As mentioned earlier, three sight
parameters simultaneously affect the 3D LEA. The critical value that leads to the differ-
entiation of intervalley plains may also be uncertain. For example, when we set different
skip radii, the threshold values may be different. According to the literature [8] and our
previous experience, slopes of 2–5◦ can be used as slope thresholds for dividing mountains
and plains. This study divides 3D LEAs into eight segments at 1-degree intervals, namely,
below 1◦, 1–2◦, 2–3◦, 3–4◦, 4–5◦, 5–6◦, 6–7◦, and above 7◦, which are expected to contain
the threshold of the intervalley plain. By observing which segments are included in the
intervalley plain, we can roughly determine the threshold and select the appropriate part
as the intervalley plain. In addition, the influence of sight parameters on the threshold may
also be considered.

4. Results
4.1. Influence of Direction on 3D LEAs

The terrain has anisotropic characteristics, and multiple directions must be used to
resolve azimuth bias [31–33]. Yokoyama et al. (2002) calculated the elevation angles
and nadir/zenith angles of eight compass directions to describe surface morphology [30].
Prima et al. (2006) classified volcano landform types from nadir and zenith angles in
eight directions [34]. Jasiewicz and Stepinski [11] mapped ten landform elements based on
the difference between the nadir and zenith angles from eight compass directions. Other
studies have shown that the extraction of loess gully shoulder lines is relatively complete
when 12 directions are used [22,23]. 3D LEA is used to integrate multiple directions of LEA
to distinguish between sloping land and intervalley plains.

Figure 6 shows the change in the 3D LEA with the number of directions, with a fixed
skip radius of 0 m and a look distance of 3000 m. When the number of directions increases
from two to six, there is a significant change in the distribution of the 3D LEA. For sample
area 1, the area of low 3D LEAs on the hillslope decreases significantly, and there is little
change when the number of directions is greater than six. For sample area 2, there is a
significant difference between the two directions and the four directions, and as the number
of directions continues to increase, the small patches formed by low values of 3D LEA
inside the hillslope gradually decrease.

Figure 7 shows the statistical results for various 3D LEAs in the entire research area. As
the number of directions increases, the area of 3D LEAs above 7◦ increases. Especially from two
directions to six directions, changes are the most meditative. After reaching six directions, the
changes in 3D LEAs are relatively small. According to previous research [11,22,23], 8 directions
is considered the minimum number of directions, and 12 directions are recommended. The
following analysis will uniformly set 12 directions.
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4.2. Influence of Look Distance on 3D LEAs

The look distance controls the analysis scale of 3D LEAs. When the observation
distance is 50 m, calculations are equivalent to calculations under the 3 × 3 window. The
local undulation of terrain controls the value of 3D LEA, causing many low values to
appear on gentle hillslopes. The pseudo plain within the mountain will also be extracted
because it does not reach the scale of the pseudo plain within the mountain. For sample
area 1, there are relatively large terraces on the hillside, with low 3D LEA values converging
into large blocks (Figure 6c). For sample area 2, there are many small fragments on the
hillside (Figure 6d). As the look distance increases, the low-value areas within the hillslope
gradually shrink and disappear, causing the removal of pseudoplains. When the distance
exceeds 1000 m, the change in the 3D LEA distribution is not significant, and the area of
the pseudoplain does not decrease. It is believed that above 1000 m the content of pseudo
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plains within the mountain is greatly reduced. The statistical results indicate that the area
of 3D LEAs above 7◦ in the entire study area increased from 65% for a look distance of 50 m
to 67% for a look distance of 1000 m. After 1000 m, the overall change was relatively small
(Figure 7b). In addition, as the look distance increases from 50 m to 1000 m, the 3D LEA
gradually increases in the plains on both sides of the deep cutting channel.

There should be a minimum analysis window requirement for analyzing the surface
morphology of the Loess Plateau. For the research area, the minimum look distance is
1000 m. This result is slightly lower than that of the study by Jasiewicz and Stepinski [11],
who believe that a minimum look distance of 1500 m is necessary. This result also reflects
the dense distribution of loess gullies and the small spacing between gullies due to cutting
and fragmentation. In addition, the look distance required for identifying underwater
geomorphic elements in the Yangtze River can reach 100 m [35]. Compared to that on the
riverbed topography, the look distance on the Loess Plateau is much greater. Considering
the small computational burden, we suggest setting a larger look distance that will be
uniformly set to 3000 m for the following analysis.

4.3. Intervalley Plain Extraction
4.3.1. Influence of Skip Radius on 3D LEAs

The skip radius can smooth 3D LEAs and effectively filter out some small outliers.
The local high values that appear within the intervalley plain of sample area 1 gradually
decrease with increasing skip radius, especially for the banded 3D LEA with high values on
both sides of the deep cutting channel. When the skip radius is 20 grids, the 3D LEA of the
intervalley plain is less than 1◦. The skip radius of 20 grids also has a significant impact on
the boundary morphology of the 3D LEA classification, resulting in a significant deviation
in the boundaries of the valley plain. Therefore, it is not suitable to use a particularly large
skip radius. The increase in the skip radius also resulted in a decrease in the overall 3D
LEA (Figure 6e). Similar phenomena also occur in sample area 2, where the overall 3D LEA
decreases as the skip radius increases (Figure 6f). Therefore, an appropriate skip radius is
necessary, and five grids are recommended because these artifacts are generally eliminated.

The statistical results also indicate that the impact of the skip radius on 3D LEAs is
significant and persistent. A 3D LEA above 7◦ decreases from 67% at a skip radius of 0 to
20% at a skip radius of 20 grids. The decrease is approximately 2.3–2.4%/grid. When the
skip radius is from 2 to 5, the decrease is the greatest, reaching 4%/grid. However, the 3D
LEA at 0–5◦ increases from 27% to 68%, which is the most significant increase (Figure 7c).
This indicates that as the skip radius increases the 3D LEA decreases to less than 5◦ for
most areas.

4.3.2. The Threshold Value for the Intervalley Plain

Figure 8 shows the distribution of 3D LEAs below 3◦ when the skip radius is five grids.
Overall, the low 3D LEA value is consistent with the spatial distribution characteristics
of the intervalley plain in the study area, especially for the intervalley basins in the main
urban area of Lanzhou and the plains in the new Lanzhou area. Moreover, the width of the
intervalley plains varies for different developed gullies within the study area. The relatively
wide intervalley plain in the east is the location of Gaolan County. For the mountain area
on the southern edge, there is almost no intervalley plain, which limits the expansion of
Lanzhou city. Therefore, when the skip radius is five grids, 3◦ can be considered the critical
value for distinguishing between intervalley plains and mountains/hillslopes that may
contain flat components.

As mentioned earlier, skipping the radius will change the distribution of 3D LEAs.
Assuming that the area of the intervalley plain remains constant, the critical value should
change with the change in the skip radius. Figure 7c depicts the reference threshold line.
When the skip radius is 0, setting the critical value to 5◦ is more appropriate. When the
skip radius is 10 grids, the critical value should not exceed 2.5◦, while when the skip radius
is 20 grids, the critical value should be smaller, that is, approximately 1.8◦.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Explanation of the Computer-Sight Parameters

Below, the impact of the abovementioned sight parameters on the 3D LEA calculation
is explained through a terrain profile (Figure 9). First, the sight direction affects the
distribution of LEA, and only slopes that tend to have the same direction have a large LEA
value. The central grid for the blue line and the red line in Figure 9a is located on hillslopes
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with opposite inclination directions. Point A is located on a slope with the same inclination
as the red line of sight, while point B is located on a hillslope with the opposite inclination.
Although the undulations of the mountain are close, point A is closer to the tangent point
of the line of sight, while point B is relatively far away. Therefore, the LEA value at point A
is greater. Similarly, when the direction of the line of sight is the opposite, the LEA value
at point C increases. Therefore, to fully distinguish between sloping land and intervalley
plains, many different directions of sight are needed. This is the significance of integrating
multidirectional LEAs into 3D LEAs.

Figure 9b shows the effect of the look distance on the 3D LEA calculation. Point A
is a point on the hilltop tableland. When the look distance is relatively small, the height
difference between point A and the foot of the hillslope cannot affect the calculation of the
3D LEA, so the pseudo plains are extracted, reflecting the local flat surface, as shown by the
blue line. When the look distance is smaller than the 1/2 width of the tableland, there will
be many flat components on the tableland that are reclassified as plain. With increasing
look distance, the 3D LEA of point A increases with increasing hillslope elevation. This
look distance should be assigned a distance larger than the distance between point A and
the hillslope, so that the number of pseudo plains within the mountain is greatly reduced,
as shown in Figure 7b. Similarly, point B is located in the intervalley plain and adjacent to
the incised channel. When the look distance is small, the fluctuation of the channel will
not affect the 3D LEA of point B, so only the 3D LEA of the channel wall is relatively large.
When the look distance increases, the height difference of the undercut will have an impact
on the 3D LEA of point B. Additionally, as the look distance increases, the impact scope of
undercutting the channel will gradually increase. Taking 3◦ as the critical value, the impact
range of a 10 m deep channel is approximately 190 m, which is approximately six grids.

Figure 9c shows the impact of the skip radius on 3D LEA. The skip radius can filter
local terrain changes smaller than the skip radius. Therefore, there is a certain correlation
between the setting of the skip radius and the terrain data. Terrain data with significant
outliers require larger-skip radius filtering. Point A in the valley plain is adjacent to the
undercut channel. When the skip radius is 0, the adjacent undercut channel controls the
3D LEA of point A. When the skip radius is set, the impact of the downstream channel
is significantly filtered. Point B is the point at the bottom of the mountain slope. When
the skip radius is 0, the slope at the foot of the slope causes Point A to have a larger 3D
LEA, as shown by the blue line. When the skip radius increases, the 3D LEA of Point A
decreases, causing the high value of 3D LEA to gradually retreat toward the direction of
the mountain slope, as shown by the red line. As shown in Figure 6e, when the skip radius
is five grids, the 3D LEA’s high value formed by the downward cutting of the Yellow River
disappears. The five grids selected in this article are equivalent to 150 m. If 0.2–1 mm on
the map is considered the minimum resolution that can be distinguished by the naked eye,
then converting it to a scale is equivalent to 1:150,000–1:750,000. Therefore, the skip radius
also reduces the scale of the mapping. Although there are advantages and disadvantages in
setting a skip radius, the skip radius is meaningful because it provides cartographers with
options to balance outliers and the mapping scale. Additionally, if the intervalley plain
is further deepened by the river channel, then the plain is transformed into a terrace and
becomes a part of the hillslope. In this case, although the surface of the high terrace inside
the valley is relatively flat, it is still unrecognizable.
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5.2. Comparison of Relief Amplitude and Slope Angle

The previous text explained from a theoretical perspective that there is a problem
of extracting pseudo plains within mountains in terms of slope and relief amplitude at
multiple scales. Here, plain extraction experiments in two sample areas are used to compare
3D LEAs to slope and relief-amplitude data. Considering that both the slope and relief
amplitude have multiscale effects, we calculated them at multiple scales. The calculation of
relief amplitude can be achieved through the neighborhood calculation of ArcGIS, with
window sizes ranging from 3 × 3 to 13 × 13. The slope calculation for window sizes of
3 × 3 still relies on the slope tool in ArcGIS, while the slope calculation for window sizes of
5 × 5 to 13 × 13 relies on the GRASS GIS tool. According to previous research, the slope is
divided into eight categories to include the critical slope of the plain, 2◦, 3◦, and 5◦. The
relief amplitude was divided into ten categories, including critical values of 20 m and 30 m.
Figure 7d,e presents the distributions of the lower relief amplitude and slope at various
scales, respectively.

Given the results of previous studies, it was estimated that the area of the intervalley
plain was approximately 28%. We can roughly determine the critical values of relief
amplitude and slope at different scales by using the 28% low-value area as the intervalley
plain. The critical values for relief amplitude can be obtained as 5–10 m, 15–20 m, 25–30 m,
30–35 m, 35–40 m, and 40–45 m for window sizes of 3 × 3, 5 × 5, 7 × 7, 9 × 9, 11 × 11,
and 13 × 13, respectively. To prevent plains from appearing on hillslopes, relatively small
critical values such as 5 m, 15 m, 25 m, 30 m, 35 m, and 40 m are preferable. Figure 10a
shows that, regardless of how large the window size is set, a critical value always extracts a
larger plain on the hillslope. Because the total area of the intervalley plain remains constant,
excessive extraction of pseudo plains on hillslopes can lead to an underestimation of the
true intervalley plain area. The same method can estimate the critical values of multiscale
slopes as 5–6◦, 4–5◦, 3–4◦, 3–4◦, 2–3◦, and 2–3◦. Figure 10b shows the slope distribution of
sample area 1. To reduce the amount of flat land on the hillside, a relatively small critical
slope should be set; thus, we are setting it at 5◦, 4◦, 3◦, 3◦, 2◦, and 2◦. Regardless of how
the analysis size changes, there are always low slope values on the hillslope, which are
regarded as plains. The 3D LEA = 3◦ line shows the boundary of the intervalley plain,
which is also shown in Figure 10. The figure shows that the relief amplitude and slope are
not as good as those of the 3D LEA at many different scales for sample area 1 because of
the extraction of pseudoplains within mountain/hillslopes.
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Figure 11a shows the relief-amplitude distribution in sample area 2. To increase the
area of the intervalley plains, a relatively large critical relief amplitude should be set; thus,
we are setting it at 10 m, 20 m, 30 m, 35 m, 40 m, and 45 m. When the window size exceeds
7 × 7, the area below 30 m is very small. The plain extracted by relief amplitude is narrower
than the actual distribution pattern of the intervalley plain; otherwise, many pseudo plains
are distributed on the hillside. Figure 11b shows the slope distribution for various scales. To
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better estimate the valley plain by considering low slope values, we set relatively high slope
values of 6◦, 5◦, 4◦, 4◦, 3◦, and 3◦. A slope below the critical value is inconsistent with the
actual distribution pattern of the intervalley plain, and many pseudo plains are distributed
on the hillside. The relief amplitude and slope are unable to distinguish intervalley plains
from intermountain flats at many different scales.
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In recent years, many studies have carried out automatic landform mapping, with
more focus on the selection of mapping models instead of terrain factors [36–39]. Plains
are geomorphic objects that often need to be represented in geomorphic mapping. Slope
and relief amplitude are terrain factors that are usually used for landform mapping. The
expression of the 3D LEA in the intervalley plain is significantly better than that of the slope
and relief amplitude. As mentioned in the text, the slope approaches zero at the maximum
elevation position, which usually occurs at the ridge position. On the other hand, the slope
is also affected by small fluctuations on the boundary of the intervalley plain, resulting
in relatively large values. This new terrain factor 3D LEA is expected to be introduced in
future landform mapping. The 3D LEA differs from the previous proposal of 3D MEA [40],
which eliminates flat terrain within negative terrain through macroscopic terrain features.

6. Conclusions

This study focused on the limitations of slope and relief amplitude to describe the
difference between intervalley plains and intermountain flats. A computer-sight model
was built to calculate a novel terrain factor, 3D LEA, to determine the difference. Lanzhou
and the surrounding area was used as a case study for the Loess Plateau, where the spatial
distribution of intervalley plains is highly important for estimating land resources for urban
development. The effects of sight parameters, including the number of directions, look
distance, and skip radius, were studied.

The results show that when there are relatively few observation directions, the area of
the intervalley plain will be overestimated, so sufficient observation directions are needed.
It is recommended to have 12 directions. For 3D LEA to express global terrain features, a
sufficient look distance is needed, and it is recommended that this distance exceeds 1000 m.
The skip radius can filter small-scale local changes and control the 3D LEA threshold for the
intervalley plain. The larger the skip radius, the smaller the critical value. When the skip
radius is five grids, the critical 3D LEA should be set to 3◦. Furthermore, the function of the
sight parameters was explained mathematically on the terrain profile. Additionally, 3D LEA
better distinguishes intervalley plains from intermountain flats than do relief amplitude and
slope in various analysis windows because the pseudo plains in the mountains are identified by
the latter two factors, which leads to an underestimation of the intervalley plains.

The test parameters should vary for different landforms, and additional experimental
research is needed. The 3D LEA-based method tends to identify the lowest point on the
valley bottom, and this method poorly extracts high terraces in valleys. Although the
skip radius can filter out channels with less significant cuts, it does not perform well for
channels with particularly significant cuts. However, further research is needed on the
impact of intervalley terraces and on targeted-extraction optimization. Future research
should focus on the difference between the intervalley plain and upper flat of the lower and
wider tablelands. When the look distance reaches a certain value, the area of the pseudo
plain does not decrease because the 3D LEA of the upper flat would be lower than the
critical value for intervalley plains.
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